
1. Large Galaxy
This kinetic sculpture is about
beauty, color and movement.

Artist: Andrew Carson
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2. Waterwall
Listen to the water
cascade down the
black slate wall.
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3. Tateuchi Pavilion
Built in the tradition of a
Japanese Tea house, this

structure represents harmony,
respect, and tranquility.

4 4. Hobbit Door
This looks like a door

for little folk, but it was the
entrance to a root cellar
built by Cal Shorts.5

6. Waterfall
The waterfall is an opportunity to stop and think 
about the gift Cal and Harriet Shorts gave the
City of Bellevue   Designed by Richard VanDeMark 
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5. Leaf Chair
Sitting in nature is a
great way to watch the
world around you.
Artist: Pam Beyet
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7. Yao Garden Gate
Yao, Japan has been Bellevue’s
Sister City since 1969.
Gate Craftsman: Dale Brotherton
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8. Owl’s Glare
The Native Discovery Garden 

inspires visitors to observe native plants
in this garden and nearby wetland.

Artist: David Maritz
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9. Ravine Experience
Walk the wild side on this

150 foot suspension bridge,
viewing the
native forest
from above.
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10. Bird Loop

Many birds make their homes in the Garden.
Birds that may be seen year-round include

Black-capped Chickadee, Steller’s Jay, Northern Flicker,
Dark-eyed Junco, and Anna’s Hummingbird.
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11. Night Blooming
This dome is made from reclaimed
lumber. If the door is open,
you can go inside and
experience how the

light filters into the space.
Artist: Taiji MiyasakaArtist: Taiji Miyasaka
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12. Friendship Circle
This is a fun location
to take a picture with
your friends and family.
The circle represents
the unity of friendship.
Artist: Roger HopkinsArtist: Roger Hopkins 

1313. Bird Song Investigation
How many birds can you hear
if you close your eyes and listen? 

One song might be;
“chickadee-dee-dee-dee-dee”
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14. Bench
This basalt bench
is a wonderful place
to sit and observe
the natural world.
Artist: Barry Namm
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15. Mason Bee House
This mason bee
house provides a
source of pollinators
for the plants in
the garden.
The beesThe bees
are in
residence
in the spring.
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16. Urban Meadow
The Meadow is designed to use less water

and fewer chemicals,
highlighting native plants
which attract pollinators. 


